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   lucknowmodel, Lucknow, India  
  Agentur Info

Name: miskajalrathore

Profil Details

  Über mich
Name: lucknowmodel
Alter: 29
Sexualität: Bisexuell
Augenfarbe: Dunkel
Haarfarbe: Dunkelbraun
Höhe: 156 cm
Gewicht: 65 kg
Hinzugefügt: vor 3 Jahren
Dienst für:: 2+, Transsexuelle, Schwule, Frauen, Paare, Männer
Über mich:
Welcome to the Most Erotic Escorts and Call Girls in Lucknow
Hello and welcome to our Independent Escorts and call girls services it is our one of the best location in
all over India. Here we provide all types of escorts and call girls such as Housewife escorts, Model
escorts, Independent escorts, Air hostess escorts, Russian escorts, Celebrity escorts, College call girls
escorts, Punjabi escorts etc. we have lots of Lucknow Escorts escorts and call girls we provide you all
kind of escorts and call girls so you have alternative option to choose your escorts and call girls so you can
choose our call girls and escorts as per your choiceand our services are best in India. Our escorts and call
girls are very well trained and talented so they know very well how to satisfy our clients and how to give
them services and they all are very frank in nature so you can share anything and everything with her as
per your choice and our escorts and call girls are very lovely and their eyes are very attractive and their
lips are very lusty so they always waiting for you. And their figure is very mind blowing and their figure
measurement are 38-32-36 and their height is 5’3” to 5’8”they have fulfill by love and romance our
escorts and call wants to release their love on clients. If you are tourist in Lucknow and you want take
some relax with escorts and call girls in Lucknow so you can call us and visit in our agency and we only
hire hot and sexy young girls who gives very well services to our clients and our regular clients always
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gave positive feedback during the night and our call girls and escorts always give you physically and
sexually support as per your request and we provide Call In services and Call Out services.

  Escortdienst
Eine Art Sex: 69, Lesbischer Sex, CFS (klassischer Sex mit

Kondom), CID Cum In Deep (ohne Kondom),
Gruppensex, Abitur (Analsex)

Oralsex: OWO - Oral ohne Kondom, Oralsex im Auto, DT
(tiefe Kehle), CBJ (Blowjob in einem Kondom),
Rimming (Anilingus), DATY (Cunnilingus)

Bdsm: BDSM-Sklave, BDSM-Herrin, BDSM-Fetisch,
BDSM-Spanking, BDSM Leichte Dominanz,
BDSM Verband, BDSM-Rollenspiele, BDSM-
Trampling, BDSM-Facesitting

Massage: Tantra-Massage, Prostatamassage,
Vierhandmassage, Professionelle Massage,
Massieren Sie den Zweig von Sakura, Entspannende
Massage, Thai-Massage, Klassische Massage,
Erotische Massage

Fisten: FIA (Finger im Arsch), FIR (Finger hinten), FIV
(Finger in der Vagina), FT (Fisting-Spielzeug),
FUTB (Finger in den Hintern)

Zusätzlich: CIF (Komm ins Gesicht), CIM (Komm in den
Mund), COB (Komm schon Körper), Paare,
Begleiten, Zungenkuss, GFE (Girlfriend
Experience), Zusammen duschen, Fotos/Videos

  Kontakt Details
Land: India
Staat/Region/Provinz: Uttar Pradesh
Stadt: Lucknow
Telefon: +91 (0000) 000-0000
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